Sphinx

It was the magic and mystery of an empire long past that beautiful Erica Baron came to
explore. Innocently she cast her eyes in forbidden places and discovered the clue to a treasure
beyond imagination. It was then that terror overtook her, as the most fearful curse of the
ancient world and the most savage menace of the modern one threatened to detroy her. One
dangerously attractive man offered Erica help...he offered her protection...he offered her love.
And in this strange, exotic land of seductive evils, where no one could be trusted, desire
became for Erica the deadliest snare of all...
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Sphinx, mythological creature with a lion's body and a human head, an important image in
Egyptian and Greek art and legend. The word sphinx was derived by. Sphinx is an open source
full text search server, designed with performance, relevance (search quality), and integration
simplicity in mind. Sphinx lets you either. In ancient Egypt, the sphinx was a spiritual
guardian and most often depicted as a male with a pharaoh headdressâ€”as is the Great
Sphinxâ€”and figures of the creatures were often included in tomb and temple complexes. The
Sphinx was not assembled piece by piece but was carved from a single mass of limestone
exposed when workers dug a horseshoe-shaped quarry in the . Buried for most of its life in the
desert sand, an air of mystery has always surrounded the Great Sphinx, causing speculation
about its age and purpose.
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